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What’s the Controversy?
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Today’s Objectives

• Major research findings on screen usage
by children from birth-18 years
• Prevalence
• Impact of television
• Impact of other screen media
• Suggested guidelines, questions and comments
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Born for the Internet
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Media Has Changed
• How did you use media when you were young?
• TV Rules: Time, supervision, content?
• Media type: Computer, VCR, TV?
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Households Are Saturated With Devices

Source: Common Sense Media
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Media Use Has Changed

Source: Common Sense Media
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Television Remains King, But Mobile Devices Close Behind

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/research/0-8_executivesummary_release_final_1.pdf
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Screen Usage Trends: Family Context Matters
• Children from lower-income homes spend:
• An average of 1:39 more hours with screen media each day than those
from higher-income homes (3:29 vs. 1:50).
• Children from homes with lower parent education:
• Consume more screen media than children from homes with higher
parent education (2:50 vs. 1:37; a 1:13 difference).

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/research/0-8_executivesummary_release_final_1.pdf
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American Academy of Pediatrics Screen Recommendations

• For children younger than 18 months, avoid use of screen media other than
video-chatting.
• Parents of children 18 to 24 months of age who want to introduce digital
media should choose high-quality programming, and watch it with their
children to help them understand what they're seeing.
• For children ages 2 to 5 years, limit screen use to 1 hour per day of highquality programs. Parents should co-view media with children to help them
understand what they are seeing and apply it to the world around them.
https://www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/aap-press-room/Pages/American-Academy-of-Pediatrics-Announces-NewRecommendations-for-Childrens-Media-Use.aspx
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Using Research to Set the Record Straight

• Advice on screens is often conflicting.
• Commitment to providing parents and professionals solid, research-based
guidance to make informed, mindful decisions.
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What We Know Helps Children Learn

• Positive and nurturing adult–child relationships
• Quality learning experiences that promote:
• language
• exploration
• experimentation
• problem solving
• creative thinking
• social skills
• Opportunities to transfer learning: Ability to apply
information from a past experience to a new situation
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The Three C’s
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What We Know Matters About Screen Use

The 3C’s
• Child,
• Content, and
• Context

(Guernsey, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P41_nyYY3Zg)
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The Child Matters
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Child: Can infants & toddlers learn from different types of media?
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Swiping, Unlocking, Searching and more…

Small survey study (n=82) administered to parents of toddlers found that:
• Nine out of 10 (91%) parents who owned a touch screen device said their child was
able to swipe;
• Half (50%) said their child was able to unlock the screen, and
• Nearly two thirds (64%) felt their child actively searched for touch screen features.
• Children mastered these three skills by 24 months (avg)
(Ahearne et al., 2015)
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A Magazine Is An IPad That Doesn’t Work
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The Child Matters
• Skills develop over time.
• Transfer of Learning: What is it?
How does it develop?
• Learning from screens requires
Transfer of Learning
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The Child Matters
• The Transfer Deficit
• Children 0-3 years can learn from
screens, but learn less than they
do face-to-face
• Overcoming the Transfer Deficit

(Barr, 2013, Barnett & Ceci, 2002; Hayne, 2006)
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The Child: Learning from Touchscreens
• Research with 15-month-olds shows that when parents actively engage their children while
using a touchscreen, the toddlers are 22 times more likely to transfer learning from the device
to a real object (Zack et al., 2010).
• Learning can be enhanced when there is a high level of high-quality interaction between parent
and child (Zack & Barr, 2016).
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The Content Matters
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The Content Matters

1. High quality children’s educational programming
does NOT correlate with negative impacts to the child.
2. Low quality children’s entertainment programming,
or adult-oriented programming DOES correlate with
negative impacts to the child.
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Television Content: Language & Literacy
• One study found that more TV exposure before children reach 3 years old
was associated with poorer memory and reading scores when they were 6 to
7 years old. (Zimmerman, et al., 2005)
• Study of 6-month-olds from low-income families found that duration of daily
TV exposure predicted lower scores on tests of cognition, expressive and
receptive language development at 14 months. (Tomopoulos, et al., 2010)
• Beginning at about 2 years, quality TV—well-designed, age-appropriate
programs with specific educational goals—can provide an additional route
to early language and literacy for children (Linebarger et al., 2010).
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Content Quality Matters When It Comes to Language Outcomes

Language-Promoting Indicators:
• Onscreen characters speak directly to
the child
• Characters actively elicit participation
• Characters provide opportunities to
respond (ie, pauses)
• Characters label objects
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Television Content: Executive Functioning
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Television Content: Executive Functioning
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How Are These Programs the Same or Different?

Turn to a someone sitting near you and share up to 3 ways
these programs are the same or different.
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Television Content: Executive Functioning
• Exposure to fast-paced programs, such as SpongeBob SquarePants is shown to have a
negative effect on 4-year-olds’ executive functioning.
• Children who watched the fast-paced TV cartoon performed significantly worse on the executive
function tasks than children in the other two groups.
• Programs that are fast-paced and fantastical have a more negative effect on executive
functioning than fast-paced shows that are more realistic in nature.
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The Context Matters

Joint Media Engagement supports children’s learning.
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Context: Joint Media Engagement
• Master skill in supportive social context
• Skill internalized
• Apply skill in new contexts
• Parents help children decode patterns
• Direct child’s attention to specific
content (Demers et al., 2012)
• More parent scaffolding = Increased
attention & responsiveness during TV
watching (Barr et al., 2008; Fidler et al., 2010)
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Context: Joint Media Engagement
Context: Joint Media Engagement

• TV & Video: 84% of parents report that they sometimes
co-view with infants and toddlers
BUT…
• Apps: Only 63% say that they sometimes co-use apps

Barr et al. 2008; Fidler et al. 2010

Rideout, 2017; Connell et al., 2015.
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Banner Ads

Banner ads
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Interstitial (Pop-Up)
Ads (Interstitial) Ads
Pop-up
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Rewards for
Prolongedfor
Game
Play
Rewards
prolonged
gameplay
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Prompts to purchase tokens/watch ad video
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Familiar characters encouraging purchases
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Camouflaged ads (sparkling present)
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Sharing on Social Media
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Access to Private Information
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Data privacy and sharing with 3rd parties

Data Shared
- Advertising ID with 5 domains (YovoAds, Facebook Graph, Unity Ads)

Data Shared
- Android ID to 7 domains (Vungle, Tapjoy)
- Advertising ID to 13 domains (Applovin, Facebook Graph, Tapjoy,
Appsflyer, Tenjin)
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Context: Joint Media Engagement
Joint Media Engagement
and transfer of learning

Zack & Barr, 2016
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Context: Joint Media Engagement

Zack & Barr, 2016
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Context: Quality matters
• Parental Scaffolding—what is it?
• Elaborate verbal input
• Emotional support, warmth and responsiveness
• Structured teaching

Zack & Barr, 2016
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Let’s Watch: Joint Media Engagement

Zack & Barr, 2016
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Context: Quality Matters
Diverse

Repetitive

What does a cow say?

N

Look at this

N

Moo

N

Look at that

R

And there’s another cow

N

Look at that

R

Look (child’s name)

N

It’s a screen

N

This is how I make him go moo

N

Doesn’t that look like the other toy? N

And look - 1 cow, 2 cows

N

Doesn’t it look like the other toy?

I know, it’s so funny

N

It’s yellow

N

Can we make him go moo?

N

Looks like the other toy, doesn’t it?

R

R

(adapted from Reese & Fivush, 1993)
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Context: Quality matters

• Increased joint media engagement
associated with 19x fold increase in
rate of transfer of learning
Zack the
& Barr, 2016
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The Context Matters

Background media is NOT benign.
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Context: Background Media

Background TV:

• Is on almost all the time in 42% of homes.
• Is typically not child-directed and mostly incomprehensible
to young children.
• Interferes in children’s play and learning
• Is associated with poorer parent–child
interaction
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Context: Videochat
• Children who had experience Skype or “Facetimeing” another adult preferred and recognized that
adult when they met in real-life.
• Children also learned new words and patterns via
Facetime/Skype
• Learning occurred only when children talked to a
partner who responded to them in real-time
(Myers et al., 2016, Roseberry et al., 2014)
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Selecting Quality Content: E-AIMS
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The E-AIMS Approach

E-AIMS
• Engaging: Children find the screen content interesting and fun. The media should have a
purpose—to focus the child’s attention on learning a particular idea or skill– with few built-in
distractions.

• Actively Involved: The screen experience is “minds-on” and designed to activate your

child’s involvement in some way — like ask your child to do respond to something new, or do
something mentally challenging.

• Meaningful: Screen content that is relevant to the child’s life, like familiar settings and
situations (taking a bath, going to the park, petting a neighborhood dog). Introducing new
information in a familiar setting helps children learn.

• Social: Social connection happens when parents play/explore/talk about media experiences
with their children or when a school-age child plays in a building game along with other players.
(Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015)
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Is my child Engaged?
Consider:
• Is there a learning goal or story as part of the screen experience?
• Is there lots of extra interactivity that doesn’t relate to the learning goal?

Implications:
• Choose content (TV , apps, e-books) carefully.
• Look for screen experiences that are engaging, but
focused on a learning goal and without lots of built-in
distractions.
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Is my child Actively-Involved?
Consider:
• Does she look like she’s really thinking about, and participating in, the content?
• Is the content or game so familiar that he is on “autopilot”?
• Is my child being challenged (but not frustrated) by this experience?
Implications
• Focus on the story when sharing e-books with children to
build a more actively involved (minds-on) experience.
• Look for screen experiences that offer age-appropriate
challenges.
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Is the content Meaningful?
Consider:
• Does the content of this experience reflect my child’s everyday life and things she is familiar with?
• Does the content use my child’s current knowledge to build up to more complex ideas and skills?
• Does the content of this experience include lots of imaginary or complex elements, like places and
objects that your child isn’t familiar with ?

Implications
• Seek out resources that point to high-quality media content for
children.
• Choose screen experiences that feature children’s everyday
objects, experiences, and routines.
• Help children make the connection between what they see on a
screen and the real world.
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Is there Social interaction?
Consider:
• Does this experience encourage my child to participate by speaking or responding within the game?
• Does this experience encourage my child to interact with me as we play together?

Implications
• Make screen time a language-rich, socially-interactive
experience.
• Be creative during video chat.
• Look for apps that encourage social interaction around
the content.
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Practice
Toddler Teasers
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Practice
Toddler Teasers
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Practice
Toddler Teasers
Will the app ENGAGE the child?
Will the app ACTIVELY INVOLVE the child?
Is the content MEANINGFUL?
Is the content SOCIAL?
59
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Practice
Toddler Teasers
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Practice
Toddler Music Box
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Practice
Toddler Music Box
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Resources
• Common Sense Media: www.commonsensemedia.org
• PBS: www.pbs.org
• Fred Rogers Center: https://www.fredrogerscenter.org/
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Parents and Media
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What screen media have you used today? What content?
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Adults’ Use of Screens
• Take a guess on how many hours a day parents report using screens (phones,
computers, tablets, television).

9 hours, 22 minutes per day
• Now take a guess on how many parents reported that they were modeling good
media habits for their kids.

78 percent

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/research/the-common-sense-census-plugged-in-parents-of-tweens-and-teens-2016
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Latest U.S. Data: Parent Reasons for Offering MSDs
• One-third of babies (6 months – 1 year) are using smartphones and tablets
• 52% had watched TV
• 36% had used a touchscreen
• 24% had called someone
• 15% used apps
• 12% played video games
• By 1 year of age, 1 in 7 toddlers is using devices for at least an hour a day
• Why are screens used?
• 73% to occupy child while parent doing household chores
• 60% to occupy child while parent running errands
• 65% to calm child
• 29% to put child to sleep
(Kabali, 2015)
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Parent Beliefs Are Important Drivers

• Parent beliefs re: television predicts child viewing (Certain & Kahn, 02; Dalzell et al, 00;
Jagoet al, 10; Rideout & Hamel, 06)

• Parental beliefs re: mobile devices predicts parents providing mobile devices to
infants & toddlers (Wooldridge, 16)
• Parental attitudes re: screen media linked to child media consumption across
platforms (Cingel& Krcmar, 13; Lauricella et al, 15)
• Positive attitudes re: media technology linked to earlier and greater child use
(Vittrupet al, 16)
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Technoference
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Technoference

• Missed opportunities for valuable social interaction
with children
• Can result in an increase in negative child
behaviors and angry, punitive responses from
parents (Radesky et al., 2014)
• Survey: About half of parents said technology
typically interrupted parent-child time 3 or more
times a day. (McDaniel & Radesky, 2017)
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Child Reactions to Technoference
“The Big Disconnect”
• Interviewed 1,000 children ages 4 to 18 about
parent’s mobile device use
• Often used words like: Sad, mad, angry, lonely
• Adults’ phone distraction as alienating and
emotionally dissatisfying.
“I feel like I’m just boring. I’m boring my dad
because he will take any text, any call,
anytime…”
“…I am your daughter! You had me cuz you
wanted me. Only it doesn’t feel like that right
now. Right now it feels like all—you—care—
about—is your phone!”
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Impact of Parents’ Screen Use: “Technoference”
• When children were ∼6 years old, parent-child pairs were
videotaped while mothers asked their child to try familiar
and unfamiliar foods.
• During the protocol, 23.1% of mothers spontaneously
used a mobile device.
• Mothers who used devices initiated fewer verbal and
nonverbal interactions with their children than mothers
who did not use a device.

Maternal Mobile Device Use During a Structured Parent–Child Interaction Task
| Available from:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268690385_Maternal_Mobile_Device
_Use_During_a_Structured_Parent-Child_Interaction_Task [accessed Feb 07
2018].
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Parent Technoference
• Observations on Playgrounds (Hiniker et al., 2015)
• About 35% of caregivers spent 20% or more of the time on phone
• When child tried to get attention of caregiver on phone…
• 56% of caregivers NEVER responded to child
• When child tried to get attention of caregiver distracted in some other way...
• Only 11% never responded
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Health Impacts
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Smartphones, Tablets and Sleep
• Blue light is part of the visible light spectrum, and is
emitted from computer monitors and flat-screen
televisions, tablets, e-readers, smartphones,
fluorescent and LED lights—and the sun.
• Blue light prevents the pineal gland from releasing
melatonin, a hormone associated with night-time
• Teens appear to be especially sensitive
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Smartphones, Tablets, and Risk of Disrupted Sleep
• Children using devices at bedtime have over
double the risk of a disrupted night's sleep
compared to children without access to such
devices
• Bedtime use of media devices was associated with
an increased likelihood of:
• Inadequate sleep quantity,
• Poor sleep quality, and
• Excessive daytime sleepiness. (Carter, 2016, JAMA
Pediatrics)

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/10/161031111328.htm
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Screen Use & Nutrition

• Researchers at the Hospital for Sick Children
(Toronto) looked at 29 different studies of 5,814
children between the ages of 2 to 18.
• Researchers found children see an average of
• 5
• food ads per hour, and
• 80%
• of these ads are for "unhealthy" -- or high
calorie, low nutrient – foods.

https://academic.oup.com/pch/article/22/8/461/4392451, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5769928/
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Implications
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So What?
• What do you see as the key implications for the families you serve? Your
community?
• What actions can you take with the parents in the library setting to support a
healthier balance of screen use in children’s lives?
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Evidence-Informed Implications for Family Routines
• Limit screen time use (both for parents and children) to make sure children have
a balanced “media diet” and plenty of time exploring the real, 3-D world.
• Select engaging, high-quality media. Talk about what is happening on the
screen and what the child is learning. Help children bridge the gap to the 3D world.
• Turn off the TV in the background and when no one is watching.
• Avoid keeping screens in child’s bedroom or using them at bedtime.
• Some studies have suggested having a fair home policy or family media plan
from a very early age can be effective.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4491159/, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4785319/
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Developing a Family Media Plan
• What will be the screen-free zones in our home?
• What will be the screen-free times in our home?
• Where will devices charge overnight?
• How will we use media together—like co-view, co-play, choose content reviewed
by trusted sources?
• How will we limit our screen time?
• How can we use media to help our child connect with others?
• By decreasing screen time, we will…
• We will get enough exercise and physical play by…
• We will get enough sleep by…
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Wrapping Up
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Our Recommendations
The overall value of children’s media depends
on more than just the media. We need to
consider…

The 3C’s
• Child,
• Content, and
• Context

Educational media should include high-quality
content and support the ways we know children
learn best. It should be…

E-AIMS
• Engaging
• Actively Involved
• Meaningful
• Social

(Guernsey, 2014; Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015)
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www.zerotothree.org/ScreenSense
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Questions?

Copyright © 2013 ZERO TO THREE
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Thank You!

Rebecca Parlakian
Senior Director of Programs, ZERO TO THREE
rparlakian@zerotothree.org
@RParlakian
@ZEROTOTHREE

www.zerotothree.org/screensense
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